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Most people think that the Supreme Court has a rough balance between left and right. This is a
myth; in fact the justices once considered right-wing have now taken the mantle of the Court's
moderates, and the liberal element has all but disappeared. Most people also think that judicial
activism is solely a liberal movement. This is also a myth; since William Rehnquist was
confirmed as Chief Justice in 1986, the Supreme Court has engaged in an unprecedented
record of judicial activism. These two factors are feeding a movement to restore what many
conservatives call "The Constitution in Exile," by which they mean the Constitution as it existed
before the Roosevelt administration. Radicals in Robes explains what the restoration of this
constitutional vision would mean. It would mean the end of the FCC, the SEC, the EPA, and
every other federal agency that enacts regulations that have the force of law. It would mean that
the clause of the First Amendment that says that Congress may make no law "respecting an
establishment of religion" would be turned on its head. Marriage laws and many other familiar
areas of modern life are all in the sights of this conservative movement. Radicals in Robes takes
judicial philosophy out of the law schools and shows what it means when it intersects partisan
politics. It pulls away the veil of rhetoric from a dangerous and radical right-wing movement and
issues a strong and passionate warning about what conservatives really intend. One of the most
respected legal theorists in the country, Cass R. Sunstein here issues a warning of compelling
concern to us all.

Susan Deller Ross has provided us with an important addition to existing human rights law
teaching materials with her casebook on women's human rights. The book brings the complex
array of legal, political, social, and cultural issues involved in protecting women's human rights
front and center for students and teachers of international law. The case book demonstrates
that, because of their reach and their complexity, women's human rights deserve to be studied in
and of themselves not just as one segment of an international human rights course. Providing a
holistic picture of the status of women in international law, the casebook offers equal doses of
the legal gains we are making and how far there still is to go. ― Human Rights QuarterlyBook
DescriptionWomen's Human Rights studies the deprivation and violence women suffer due to
discriminatory laws, religions, and customs and demonstrates how international human rights
treaties can be used to develop new laws and court decisions that protect women against
discrimination, subordination, and violence.About the AuthorSusan Deller Ross is Professor of
Law at the Georgetown University Law Center and Founder and Director of the International
Women's Human Rights Clinic at Georgetown. RossRights.com is an an online documentary
supplement to Women's Human Rights: The International and Comparative Law
Casebook.Read more
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Gio, “A Moderate Critique of Judicial Activism .... ... by a senior professor of Jurisprudence at the
University of Chicago Law School for 27 years, author of at least two dozen books about the
Constitution and issues of Constitutional law and a colleague of Barack Obama from 1991 to
2004 while the future president was also on the faculty of the UoC Law School, teaching courses
on the same subjects. Sunstein is now on the faculty of Harvard Law school but officially on
leave to work with the Obama administration. If there is a single author or scholar whose political/
judicial philosophy most parallels that of Obama, it might well be Sunstein, the consistent
advocate of "judicial minimalism" and "civic responsibility" as the core values of American
history. The recent intellectual biography of Obama - "Reading Obama" by James Kloppenberg -
cites Sunstein more often than any other figure besides Obama himself.Here's what wikipedia
says about Sunstein:Sunstein is a proponent of judicial minimalism, arguing that judges should
focus primarily on deciding the case at hand, and avoid making sweeping changes to the law or
decisions that have broad-reaching effects. Some view him as liberal[10], despite Sunstein's
public support for George W. Bush's judicial nominees Michael W. McConnell and John G.
Roberts,[11], as well as providing strong theoretical support for the death penalty. Much of his
work also brings behavioral economics to bear on law, suggesting that the "rational actor" model
will sometimes produce an inadequate understanding of how people will respond to legal
intervention.....The interpretation of federal law should be made not by judges but by the beliefs
and commitments of the U.S. president and those around him, according to Sunstein. "There is
no reason to believe that in the face of statutory ambiguity, the meaning of federal law should be
settled by the inclinations and predispositions of federal judges. The outcome should instead
depend on the commitments and beliefs of the President and those who operate under him."The
central premise of "Radicals in Robes" is the sweeping theoretical opinions are not proper
judicial behavior, and the both `fundamentalist' judges on the right and `perfectionist' judges on
the left often err in rendering such opinions. Rather, the two "elected" branches of the
government - the legislature and the executive - should be the formulators of public policy and
the generators of social change, if change is to be, while the judicial branch should defer to their
consensus and limit its decisions to specifics of case law. The subtitle of this book - "Why
Extreme Right-Wing Courts are Wrong for America" - is really only hald of Sunstein's subject. In
his view, extreme left-wing courts would be equally WRONG for America, but the probability of
such courts emerging currently is too slight to be of concern. Judges on the `left' - perfectionist
liberal judges - are as much of a threat to good judicial practice as `conservative' ideologists,
especially those who insist on originalist or fundamentalist `restoration' of the exact
interpretation of the Constitution that prevailed at the time of Ratification. Sunstein points to Roe
v. Wade as a faulty and improper assertion of `perfectionist' ideology - even though he himself
supports the preservation of `choice' as it is now accepted, On the other side, Sunstein regards
the Rehnquist Court's sweeping decisions on issues of affirmative action as equally faulty



examples of reckless judicial activism, particularly because the committed `originalists' on the
Court, most notably Justices Scalia and Thomas, disregard their own admontions to adhere to
historical evidence of the `original' meaning of the Constitution and intentions of the ratifiers.
They become "false fundamentalists", in Sunstein's opinion, by advancing the ideological
agenda of the extreme Right of the Republican Party. Any justice whose decisions inveterately
match the platform of either party, Democratic or Republican, must surely be suspect of the sort
of `judicial activism' that skirts around the will of the people expressed through elections. Justice
Scalia earns some praise from Sunstein for showing minimalist restraint on at least a few issues,
but Justice Clarence Thomas is patently a `radical in robes,' abusing his judicial position as an
advocate for a political constituency. Fundamentalism/originalism is not, according to Sunstein,
an indefensible or irrational position per se, but incremental minimalism is both more efficacious
in the long term and more in keeping with America's core democratic values. Several times in
his text, Sunstein holds up Justice Sandra Day O'Connor as an exemplary `minimalist' despite
her general disposition toward conservatism. This book was published in 2005, before the
fundamentalist-leaning Chief Justice Rehnquist was replaced by the rigid fundamentalist John
Roberts, whose appointment, ironically, Sunstein supported.Here are some characteristic
passages from Sunstein's own writing:On Affirmative Action: a judicial "minimalist approach is
clearly preferable to the extraordinarily intrusive, and constitutionally shaky, position urged by
fundamentalists. With respect to affirmative action, a general posture of judicial restraint would
NOT be hard to defend. Fundamnetalists, concerned with history, should certainly favor that
posture ... On affirmative action, fundamnetalists have violated their own commitments, voting to
strike down programs [established by elected legislatures] without making the slightest inquiry
into history." Sunstein musters quite ample evidence that affirmative action programs of various
sorts, designed to redress malevolent social inequities, have precedents back to the earliest
federal administartions, as well as evidence that the express and expressed intention of the Civil
War Amendments was precisely to foster affirmative intervention on behalf of the liberated-slave
population.On the conflict between National Security and Personal Liberty: "It is pretty easy to
dispense with Liberty Perfectionism [i.e. hard-nosed libertaraian and liberal resistance to any
curtailment of individual liberty]. Nationl Security Fundamentalism has much more appeal to
contemporary judges, but it has its own problems. Most important, its reading of the Constitution
is implausible ... (it) neglects the fact that under many circumstances, the executive branch is
most unlikely to strike the right balance between security and liberty." Broadly, Sunstein's
reading of the Constitution stresses the `checks and balances' - the triangulated division of
power - incorportaed in the document by its authors. By examining both Article One and Article
Two, Sunstein demonstrates that the "War Power" is not exclusively the prerogative of the
Executive, but rather a carefully two-legged balance/check, with the Legislature having the
larger share of mandate.More on Liberty: Sunstein quotes the views of Frederick Hayek, the
Austrian paraclete of libertarian free-market small government economics. "Hayek writes `how
comparatively innocuous, even if irksome, are most such restriction imposewd on literally



everybody, as ... compared to those that are likely to be imposed only on some!" Sunstein and
Hayek are referring to intrusions on the liberty of racial, religious, political or philosophical
minorities -- intrusions ranging from the racial profiling currently imposed by Arizona law to the
unreasonable and unconstitutional persecution of pacifists during and after WW1.There's a lot
of substance to this book, but it's not an academic text or a text for scholars only. The writing is
plain and simple, not encumbered with allusions or flowers of literary eloquence, not burdened
with the sort of vocabulary that I myself would probably tend to use. Anyone who can handle the
front page of USA Today can handle Sunstein's prose. Sunstein reiterates some points more
than an impatient reader like me might wish, but his repetitions serve to drive his main points
home and to confirm the reader's understanding of them.As I implied at the beginning of this
review, Sunstein's views on constitutional law have significantly influenced the views of
President Barack Obama, and there are passages in both of Obama's published books that
virtually replicate the thoughts of his older colleague Sunstein. I can't recognize any major
discrepancy between Obama's and Sunstein's judicial ideals. Obdurate critics of Obama, chiefly
from the reactionary Right but also from the Left, would do their own minds and the Mind of
America a service by reading this moderate exposition of constitutional theory. And they might
want to correlate their image of Barack Obama with the remarkable successes he's posted with
his Lame Duck Congress during November and December of 2010, persistently striving for bi-
partisan overlapping consensus.”

A. E Rothert, “Actually not a bad book. Professor Sunstein's book provides an easy-to-
understand description of the major theories of constitutional interpretation at play in the
Supreme Court. Although identifying four streams of thought, he focuses on the two most
predomiate on today's court, describing the two as "fundamentalism" and "minimalism."There
are two things this book does particalarly well. First, it points out the absudities that would result
from truly following a fundamentalist apporach to constitutional interpretation. Second, it
demonstrates that the fundamentalists currently on the bench are often "false fundamentalists,"
abandoning fundamentalism when the result is contrary to what those on the polical right wing
desire. Sunstein shows, for instance, that a fundamentalist (or originalist, or traditionalist)
reading of the 14th Amendment would favor affirmative action programs, while those justices
claiming loyalty to original intent ignore this to acheive the result the Republican party requires.
Indeed, it appears that fundamentalists are "perfectionists" of the right: activist judges who are
result-oriented under the guise of constitutional interpretation.This book argues for minimalism.
But its defense of minimalism is not especially strong. It comes down to this : The only real
choice today is between fundamentalism and minimalism and fundamentalism is awful; thus,
minimalism is the way to go. While there is no doubt that fundamentalism is disastrous, not
much is offered proactively in support of minimalism or to give strong reasons why
majoritarionism or perfectionism should be rejected in its favor. To his credit, Sunstein is upfront
that this book primarly argues in favor of minimalism as opposed to fundamentalism, but there is



still a lot left out of the discussion. Certainly, minimalism appears sane when the only other
choice is fundamentalism; however, these are not the only two choices.I subtracted a star
because the book is not completely trustworthy. Page 93's reference to "Justice William
Kennedy" caused me to re-read many passages carefully to make certain I was properly
understanding what Sunstein was attempting to convey and that he had not erroneously left out
an important word or two. Other minor errors leave the reader to wonder if what is printed is
exactly what is intended. In addition, the book as a whole, but particulary the introduction,
suffers from abundant over-use of "of course" and "actually." The introduction reads as if it was
dictated but never proof read in this respect.”

The book by Cass R. Sunstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 22 people have provided feedback.
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